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If this image bothers you here, why didn’t it bother you on a grown man’s Instagram?

The most important thing to remember is that facts are facts, while interpretations

and conclusions are another matter. Only formal investigations can return

conclusions.

To date, there has been no investigation into the Pizzagate email controversy. This

timeline is organized to unfold roughly how the Pizzagate email controversy

unfolded in real time.

How did this start?

Reprinted from Urban Dictionary: June 07, 2010 “Cheese Pizza”

Urban Dictionary: cheese pizza

EXAMPLE:

July 24, 2016

Q: What are the most disturbing sites on the “dark web”?,

Samuel Chua, Deep Web Explorer, Internet Historian, Journalist:

A:

“What I didn’t realize was that the pizza jokes were explicitly Cheese Pizza

posts. There were hundreds upon hundreds of posts of people asking for

cheese pizza, cooked for 4–16 minutes, or however long they wanted.

What made it so disturbing for me was the slow realization — it took me

about half an hour to fully realize — that cheese pizza was not an in joke,

but child porn. Links to anonymous email accounts were often provided

under a post/request, and the number of minutes cooked was a

reference to the age of their victim bracket.”

Unusual Language Too Odd to Ignore in the Emails Released by Wikileaks

What is WikiLeaks?

WikiLeaks publishes large datasets of leaked of�cial materials “involving war, spying

and corruption”. To understand the connection to crowd-sourcing and crime, it’s best

to think of Wikileaks as an online safe, into which huge amounts of information and

data are placed all at once, commonly referred to as a data dump. The most important

part about this online “safe” is that nothing can be placed inside of it which has not

been veri�ed to be authentic.

Although no organization can hope to have a perfect record forever, thus

far WikiLeaks has a perfect record in document authentication and

resistance to all censorship attempts.

The Emails

RE: Ice cream for FREE (time) today! — WikiLeaks

I consider ice cream, its purchase, and its consumption a rather serious

business. We can’t just willy-nilly toss it out and about in casual

references, especially linked with the word “free”.

Re: Cheese — WikiLeaks

I think you should give notice when changing strategies which have been

long in place. I immediately realized something was di�erent by the shape

of the box and I contemplated who would be sending me something in

the square shaped box.

Lo and behold, instead of pasta and wonderful sauces, it was a lovely,

tempting assortment of cheeses, Yummy. I am awaiting the return of my

children and grandchildren from their holiday travels so that we can

demolish them.

Ps. Do you think I’ll do better playing dominos on cheese than on pasta?

Did you leave a handkerchief — WikiLeaks

Hi John, The realtor found a handkerchief (I think it has a map that seems

pizza-related). Is it yours? They can send it if you want. I know you’re busy,

so feel free not to respond if it’s not yours or you don’t want it.

Re: Our drive — WikiLeaks

Thx for coming out. Always happy to babysit.

man, I miss you — WikiLeaks

I’m dreaming about your hotdog stand in Hawaii…

Re: Farmers L Update and Welcome Mat — WikiLeaks

Bonnie will be Uber Service to transport R., E., and M. Luzzatto (11, 9, and

almost 7) so you’ll have some further entertainment, and they will be in

that pool for sure.

“Skippy” John Podesta’s Infamous Dark Alter Ego

fyi: high country news doing a pro�le of john — WikiLeaks

She was also really interested in hearing more about Skippy. I basically

said Skippy was more legend than reality. (I hope that wasn’t o� message!)

http://Wikileaks.org/podesta-email/emailid/55807 — Wikileaks

“Usually cheerful, @johnpodesta has a profane alter ego nicknamed

Skippy you don’t want to meet.”

Re: in case you missed this… — WikiLeaks

Sounds like you’re still keeping busy and I’m glad to hear you’ve kept

Skippy at bay.

FYI: Washington Examiner: Follow the dark money to �nd what John Podesta is up to

in the White House — WikiLeaks

In Clinton’s White House, Podesta was known to politicos as “a man of

rare humor” and “a straight shooter,” but “with a low threshold for

nonsense,” which, if anyone on his sta� did something stupid, provoked a

“mean, surly presence” that colleagues nicknamed “Skippy” — to be

avoided at all costs.

FW: Pro�le of John — WikiLeaks

What I really like is that it hews to the John I know and love. Except the

Skippy part

Correct The Record Monday February 16, 2015 Morning Roundup — WikiLeaks

No one doubts Mr. Podesta’s toughness. During his previous White House

stint, colleagues joked that he was sometimes replaced by his evil twin

‘‘Skippy.’’

good WA Times story on Skippy — WikiLeaks

Subject: good WA Times story on Skippy

Good story, but Tony needs to stop talking to the press… Podesta was

given the moniker “Skippy the Evil Twin” by the sta� when he was in a bad

mood, according to his brother, Tony Podesta…The brothers maintain a

friendly rivalry when it comes to their art collection…

Stratfor, Global Intelligence Files, and Pizza

The Global Intelligence Files — Wikileaks

Headcount!

Who all is in the Austin o�ce today who is going to want pizza? We 

only have one slice and we need to know how thinly to slice it…

testing the Pizza Pages — your list — Wikileaks

As of today we are able to test the new credit card landing pages 

(Pizza).

We have until the end of the week to �nd as many bugs / errors /

weird 

stu� before launching to real visitors…Once you have the Pizza version

You should be able to view all campaign pages in the new version,

even if you close your browser and comeback later.

First Name: Pizza 

Last Name: Testing

a. *�ll out the form below* style language (please update these 

campaign pages on the LIVE site to be “neutral” and make sense

regardless of the Pizza or Original version. Make sense?

Pedophile Symbols

The Federal Bureau of Investigation is the domestic intelligence and security service of

the United States, which simultaneously serves as this nation’s prime federal law

enforcement agency.

An unclassi�ed FBI document (widely available to the public) designates the following

as pedophile symbols:

From the FBI Report

“Pedophiles who sexually abuse children as well as those who produce,

distribute, and trade child pornography, are using various types of

identi�cation logos or symbols to recognize one another and distinguish

their sexual preferences. To speci�cally indicate the pedophile’s gender

preference, members of pedophilic organizations encourage the use of

descriptions such as “boylove”, “girllove”, and “childlove.””

“The Pedophile’s Secret Code”

Slate Magazine: Hot Document Dec. 3 2007 4:07 PM

http://www.slate.com/articles/news_and_politics/hot_document/features/2007/the_pedophiles_secret_code/_2.html

Every subculture speaks its own dialect, and pedophiles are no exception.

Hence the FBI’s January 2007 “intelligence bulletin” on “symbols and

logos used by pedophiles to identify sexual preferences.” The document

(see Pages 2–4), was prepared and distributed to FBI divisions and �eld

o�ces earlier this year by the Cyber Division’s Innocent Images National

Initiative. These are the G-men and -women who work on cases involving

child exploitation and sexual abuse.

Did you know that “boylovers” make their presence known with a “small

blue spiral-shaped triangle surrounded by a larger triangle”? The larger

triangle signi�es an adult male; the smaller triangle, a boy. If the boylover

wishes to emphasize the smallness of the boys he covets, then he uses

the “little boy lover” logo, which is more rounded and thinner than the

boylover logo, apparently to “resemble a scribbling by a young child.”

Besta Pizza

PUBLIC DOMAIN PHOTO CREDIT: GOOGLE IMAGES/BESTA PIZZA

PUBLIC DOMAIN PHOTO CREDIT: GOOGLE IMAGES/BESTA PIZZA

PUBLIC DOMAIN PHOTO CREDIT: GOOGLE IMAGES/BESTA PIZZA

PUBLIC DOMAIN PHOTO CREDIT: GOOGLE IMAGES/Hillary Clinton

Campaign/PizzaPac/PodestaGroup

PUBLIC DOMAIN PHOTO CREDIT: GOOGLE IMAGES/Hillary Clinton

Campaign/PizzaPac/PodestaGroup

Fwd: INVITE: Hillary for America / October 6 — WikiLeaks

“Doing a fundraiser at my house with my brother John on October 6 at my

house, John and I are cooking along with guest chefs James Alefantis of

Comet Ping Pong Pizza and Buck’s Camping and Fishing.”

PUBLIC DOMAIN PHOTO CREDIT: GOOGLE IMAGES/Hillary Clinton

Campaign/PizzaPac/Instagram/Comet Ping Pong

Connecticut Avenue, Washington DC

The establishments, their proximity, their owners, their relationships and their logos. 2

business owned by James Alephantis, 1 owned by Tony Podesta, 1 owned by a Hillary

Clinton speech writer, and one owned by a Hatian children’s charity funded by the

Clinton Foundation, all in one block.

PUBLIC DOMAIN: All images credit Google Images/FBI

PUBLIC DOMAIN: All images credit Google Images/FBI

NOTE: These logos have since been updated.

Current Besta Pizza Logo:

PUBLIC DOMAIN: Credit Besta Pizza/Google Images

PUBLIC DOMAIN: FROM HARVARD.EDU:

“A work of authorship is in the “public domain” if it is no longer under

copyright protection or if it failed to meet the requirements for copyright

protection. Works in the public domain may be used freely without the

permission of the former copyright owner.”

A NOTE ABOUT INSTAGRAM: 

No, Your Instagram Photos Aren’t Yours (And Someone Else Can Sell Them For

$90,000)

…everything, including your Instagram photos of course. And because

copyright laws are rather �exible in that domain, anyone can actually

share and even sell your photos.

Effective date: January 19, 2013: Instagram Help Center

By using our Service you understand and agree that we are providing a

platform for you to post content, including photos, comments and other

materials (“User Content”), to the Service and to share User Content

publicly. This means that other Users may search for, see, use, or share

any of your User Content that you make publicly available through the

Service, consistent with the terms and conditions of this Privacy Policy

and our Terms of Use (which can be found at

http://instagram.com/legal/terms).

Our Policy applies to all visitors, users, and others who access the

Service (“Users”).

These are the public Instagram pics of business owners, their friends and associates in

the “pizzagate friend group” in Washington DC.

The only reason they were found is because they all connect and all comment together.

In most cases names, faces and other information have been redacted. All researchers

working with this information are urged to follow the same protocols: redacting and

shielding both names and faces any children, regardless of the conditions under which

the original photographs were posted.

Credit: Instagram

Credit: Instagram

Credit: Instagram

All Photo Credit: Instagram

ALL PHOTO CREDITS ABOVE ATTRIBUTED AS COPY-WRITE FREE AND IN THE

PUBLIC DOMAIN: Effective date: January 19, 2013:

Instagram Help Center

__________________________________________________________________

Comments include:

“comet sex” regarding a bloody man…made more ominous by the cage spotted on the

ping pong table in the background.

“#chickenlovers” while holding a baby 

“chicken lover” an adult male homosexual sexually attracted to underage males.

“way overpriced” 

re: buying a baby

“#babybirding” 

baby birding 

when one person throws up into another person’s mouth for sexual pleasure 

baby birding is highlighted in “two girls one cup”

“my favorite pedo”

“isn’t Penn State Football looking to hire him?”

“terror en la District”

“kill room”

“Just rinse it off when you’re done”

“Delete this”

“Delete your life”

“Pizza Slut” shirt on a child, the same child masking-taped to the table

Re: Farmers L Update and Welcome Mat — WikiLeaks

To: John Podesta

“Bonnie will be Uber Service to transport R*, E*, and M* Luzzatto (11, 9, and almost 7)

so you’ll have some further entertainment, and they will be in that pool for sure.”

Who are these children who are being driven in to entertain John Podesta at a pool

party? Please click the link below and read the text next to the children’s pictures and

ask yourself how comfortable you feel because you’re only at the surface layer and

there is a lot more evidence to go. If this didn’t bother you before, does it bother you

now?

“E.’s Crib” Blogspot

Reprinted from :

http://web.archive.org/web/20161107130307/http://evelynneaville.blogspot.com/2009/11/grand-

tam-and-luzattettes.html

“E. is growing up, soon she will be the Queen of the entire US of A. Right

now for a limited time only, you can spend some time with her online,

raw and uncut. Take advantage of this now, as in the future she will

have the power of life and death over you.”

Pizzagate is not the story of a smoking gun. It’s the story of never being able to explain

away the fact that the more one looks, the more disturbing the information becomes.

At no point, when one seriously begins to research this on their own, does one become

assured that “it’s nothing”, in fact, the more you research, the more you �nd which only

seems to corroborate one’s worst fears that this is indeed not only true, but has been

more or less out in the open for quite some time.

Public art of the Pizzagate friend group: Instagram, Photos and Fine Art

Credit: Instagram/Public Domain/Google Images

Credit: Instagram/Public Domain/Google Images

Credit: Instagram/Public Domain/Google Images

Photo Credit: Washington Life Magazine Inside Homes: Private Viewing Credit Artist:

Biljana Djurdjevic

The following artist, Biljana Djurdjevic, is listed as one of the Podesta Brother’s

favorite Artists and at least one painting can be viewed in Tony Podesta’s home in this

Washingotn Life Article: Inside Homes: Private Viewing By Lara Wainman June 25,

2015

Photo Credit: Paradise Lost Credit Artist: Biljana Djurdjevic

Photo Credit: Paradise Lost Credit Artist: Biljana Djurdjevic

Photo Credit: Paradise Lost Credit Artist: Biljana Djurdjevic

Photo Credit: Paradise Lost Credit Artist: Biljana Djurdjevic

Photo Credit: Paradise Lost Credit Artist: Biljana Djurdjevic

PHOTO: The Real Strategy — The Real News The New York Times ‘Fact Checks’

Pizzagate, Labels The New Nationalist ‘Fake News’ Credit Artist: Arrington de

Dionyso.

Another work from the same artist. Credit: Arrington de Dionyso.

The Making and Unmaking of Tony and Heather Podesta’s Power Marriage |

Washingtonian

On their �rst date in 2001, Tony Podesta brought Heather Miller to his

home to pick up his car before they headed to the opera. According to the

Post, he walked past one of his sculptures and said, “I don’t know why it is,

but I have artworks where the women have no heads.”

Photo Credit: Robert A. Reeder Washington Post: https://archive.fo/vddrO Credit

Artist: Louise Bourgeois The Arch of Hysteria

Credit: Public Domain/Instagram/Google Images

Inner Piece: Works from the Collection of Heather and Tony Podesta |

American University Museum, Washington, DC Julie Roberts, Miniature

Anatomical Wax Statue with Removable Front Torso, 1998. Copyright Julie

Roberts. Collection of Heather and Tony Podesta.

Inner Piece: Works from the Collection of Heather and Tony Podesta |

American University Museum, Washington, DC Julie Roberts, Miniature

Anatomical Wax Statue: Dismembered, 1998. Copyright Julie Roberts.

Collection of Heather and Tony Podesta.

Time Magazine: Meet the Man Behind Hillary Clinton’s Campaign Apr 28, 2016

On the wall in his o�ce at Hillary Clinton’s Brooklyn headquarters,

campaign chairman John Podesta has an oil painting on loan from his

lobbyist brother, who is an avid art collector. The image shows two men

hunched over a dining room table, bearing knives and forks. On the table

lays a man in a suit, who looks vaguely like Podesta.

“It’s better to be the guy with the fork,” Podesta quips to his colleagues, if

they ask about the image, “than the guy on the table.”

Musical Groups and Artwork featured via the Pizzashop in the Pizzagate

Friendgroup, Connecticut Ave D.C.

Credit: Sasha Lord Presents: Poster Art

Credit: Sasha Lord Presents Poster Art

Published on Nov 12, 2016

Band statement regarding Pizzagate:

To Whom It may Concern,

Sex Stains. 

A band name we decided on after 100 suggestions by random people on

Facebook because every name we could think up was already taken. 

We are just a punk rock band from L.A. 

We are NOT pedophiles. Just the thought of that is sickening!

What the hell happened here? 

A few months ago, we passed through DC on a week long mini tour. We

booked a show at Comet. We were told it’s an ok place for bands to play,

so we did. That’s about the extent of our involvement with or knowledge

of this venue.

Before going on that tour, we made a video with Cassandra Hamilton, a

L.A. artist that has made videos for a few bands in the local rock scene.

We had no budget but she was willing to help us make a video for our

song Land Of La La (a common term used to refer to Los Angeles

because of the sometimes �akey & aloof people that live here). There was

no real concept for the video other than making it very colorful & exciting

to watch.

The director invited (the band & a few friends) to create some props,

suggesting boxes & paintings, anything we could put together cheaply &

quickly to �ll some space up in the shots of the band

playing/dancing/goo�ng o�. We bought party supplies, gags, glitter. Any

cheap crap we could. This was an endeavor in fun. There was absolutely

NO PLOT to purposefully use o�ensive symbols or to mess with peoples

heads. There was/is ZERO interest in anything having to do with children.

No one in the band had any knowledge of the triangle/spirals horrid

symbolism. We’re shocked & disgusted by the theory that we are

somehow linked to Pedophelia rings or Satanic cults, and also by the

hateful comments & accusations we’ve been receiving. WE ARE NOT

pedophiles and do NOT support or promote it. Period. Again, we are just a

punk rock band.

Sex Stains - Land of La LA (O�cial Video)

Credit: Sex Stains/Youtube/Public Domain/Artist: Cassandra Hamilton

Credit: Sex Stains/Youtube/Public Domain/Artist: Cassandra Hamilton

Heavy Breathing

Credit: Heavy Breathing/Public Domain/Amanda Kleinman/Majestic Ape

Credit: Heavy Breathing/Public Domain/Amanda Kleinman/Majestic Ape

Credit: Heavy Breathing/Public Domain/Amanda Kleinman/Majestic Ape

Credit: Heavy Breathing/Public Domain/Amanda Kleinman/Majestic Ape

Credit: Heavy Breathing/Public Domain/Amanda Kleinman/Majestic Ape

Credit: Heavy Breathing/Public Domain/Amanda Kleinman/Majestic Ape

Majestic Ape from Heavy Breathing, makes a reference to being below a

Subway Sandwich shop. She says sometimes Jared likes to come to

down, “he likes to hear the world sounds”. Someone shouts, “…and little

boys”. Majestic Ape replies: “We all have our preferences”.

Credit: Heavy Breathing/Public Domain/Amanda Kleinman/Majestic Ape

Credit: Heavy Breathing/Public Domain/Amanda Kleinman/Majestic Ape

Credit: Heavy Breathing/Public Domain/Amanda Kleinman/Majestic Ape

Images inside Heavy Breathing videos

Credit: Heavy Breathing/Public Domain/Amanda Kleinman/Majestic Ape

Credit: Heavy Breathing/Public Domain/Amanda Kleinman/Majestic Ape

Credit: Heavy Breathing/Public Domain/Amanda Kleinman/Majestic Ape

Credit: Heavy Breathing/Public Domain/Amanda Kleinman/Majestic Ape

Spirit Cooking

Fwd: Dinner — WikiLeaks

Dear Tony,

I am so looking forward to the Spirit Cooking dinner at my place. Do you

think you will be able to let me know if your brother is joining?

All my love, Marina —

ABRAMOVIC LLC

Reddit, Inc. Privacy Policy E�ective November 22, 2016.

By submitting user content to reddit, you grant us a royalty-free,

perpetual, irrevocable, non-exclusive, unrestricted, worldwide license to

reproduce, prepare derivative works, distribute copies, perform, or

publicly display your user content in any medium and for any purpose,

including commercial purposes, and to authorize others to do so.

When you use the Services, certain information may be shared with other

users and the public. For example:

When you submit a post or comment to the Services, visitors to and users of our

Services will be able to see the content of your posts and comments, the

username associated with your posts or comments, and the date and time you

originally submitted the post or comment. Although some parts of the Services

may be private or quarantined, they may become public (e.g., at the moderator’s

option in the case of private communities) and you should take that into

consideration before posting to the Services.

Marina Abromovic

I am performance artist Marina Abramovic. Ask me anything. • r/IAmA

Marina!,

Q: What place do you see the occult having within contemporary art; can

magick be made (not simply appropriated/ performed)?

Thanks, K

A: Everything depends on which context you are doing what you are

doing. If you are doing the occult magic in the context of art or in a gallery,

then it is the art. If you are doing it in di�erent context, in spiritual circles or

private house or on TV shows, it is not art. The intention, the context for

what is made, and where it is made de�nes what art is or not.

Marina Abramovic Institute (@abramovicinstitute) • Instagram photos and

videos

Marina Abramovic/Marina Abramovic Institute (@abramovicinstitute) •

Instagram photos and videos

Marina Abramovic Institute (@abramovicinstitute) • Instagram photos and

videos

 

Marina Abramovic Institute (@abramovicinstitute) • Instagram photos and

videos

Spirit Cooking

Mix Fresh Breast Milk With Fresh Sperm

Fresh Morning Urine Sprinkle Over Nightmare Dreams

With a Sharp Knife Cut Deeply Into Your Middle Finger Eat The Pain

Marina Abramovic Institute (@abramovicinstitute) • Instagram photos and

videos

Marina Abramovic Institute (@abramovicinstitute) • Instagram photos and

videos

Marina Abramovic Institute (@abramovicinstitute) • Instagram photos and

videos

Marina Abramovic Institute (@abramovicinstitute) • Instagram photos and

videos

Marina Abramovic Institute (@abramovicinstitute) • Instagram photos and

videos

Marina Abramovic Institute (@abramovicinstitute) • Instagram photos and

videos

Marina Abramovic Institute (@abramovicinstitute) • Instagram photos and

videos

Marina Abramovic Institute (@abramovicinstitute) • Instagram photos and

videos

Marina Abramovic Institute (@abramovicinstitute) • Instagram photos and

videos

Marina Abramovic Institute (@abramovicinstitute) • Instagram photos and

videos

Marina Abramovic Institute (@abramovicinstitute) • Instagram photos and

videos

Marina Abramovic Institute (@abramovicinstitute) • Instagram photos and

videos

Marina Abramovic Institute (@abramovicinstitute) • Instagram photos and

videos

Marina Abramovic Institute (@abramovicinstitute) • Instagram photos and

videos

Marina Abramovic Institute (@abramovicinstitute) • Instagram photos and

videos/Getty Images

Marina Abramovic Institute (@abramovicinstitute) • Instagram photos and

videos/Getty Images

Marina Abramovic Institute (@abramovicinstitute) • Instagram photos and

videos/Getty Images

Marina Abramovic Institute (@abramovicinstitute) • Instagram photos and

videos/Getty Images

Marina Abramovic Institute (@abramovicinstitute) • Instagram photos and

videos/Getty Images

Marina Abramovic Institute (@abramovicinstitute) • Instagram photos and

videos/Getty Images

Credit: Hillary Clinton Campaign/Youtube/Lady Gaga campaigns for

Clinton

Politico: Where D.C.’s A-listers go for vacation June 1, 2009

John Podesta, Center for American Progress: “I am going to my condo in

Truckee [Calif.], like I do every year — will sit on my porch and do

conference calls 50 feet from where the Donner Party ate each other.

This quote led to researchers �nding this pin in Truckee California:

Credit: Google Maps www.google.com: John Podesta+Pizza+Truckee CA

This pin has since been blocked.

“Where are the Victims?”

Hillary Clinton’s State Department Child Sex Scandal

NBC: Hillary Clinton Shut Down Pedophile Investigation at State D…

Credit: NBC/Youtube/Clinton’s State Department Child Sex Scandal

Hillary Clinton’s State Department Child Sex Scandal

NBC:

“Serious allegations concerning the State Department.”

“According to internal State Department memos the agency might have

called o� or intervened into investigations into possibly illegal,

inappropriate behavior within it’s ranks allegedly to protect jobs and avoid

scandals.

“This concerns a time when Hillary Clinton was Secretary of State.”

“There is an old saying in Washington that the cover-up is worse than the

crime. But in this case both parts of it are disturbing,”

“Allegations of prostitution and pedophilia, and allegations that those

crimes were somehow covered up or not looked into. So the State

Department this morning is having to respond to those claims, and those

investigations involve misconduct by State Department o�cials, including

an Ambassador and security agents attached to then secretary of state,

Hillary Clinton.

“The allegations are that these investigations were whitewashed, quashed

altogether, and that those orders came from high up.”

“NBC has obtained documents relating to ongoing investigations into

some disturbing allegations involving State Department personnel and at

least one ambassador.

A State Department memo says, quote, “the Ambassador routinely

ditched his protective security detail in order to solicit sexual favors from

both prostitutes and minor children.

“The memo also says a top State Department o�cial directed State

Department investigators to “cease the investigation” into the

ambassador’s conduct.” It’s just one of what another document describes

as “several examples of undue in�uence” from top State Department

o�cials.”

Credit: Dr. Phil/Victim describes being sold as an infant to wealthy elite for life-long

sexual slavery. “Dr. Phill” March 21, 2017 (This video is currently being scrubbed from

the internet. Linked here in sections )

Dr. Phill Interviews International Sex Traf�cking Victim who was sold at birth into Sex

Traf�cking for Global Elite.

Why A Reported Sex Tra�cking Survivor Says She Was Scared To …

Credit: Dr. Phil/Victim describes being sold as an infant to

wealthy/political elite for life-long sexual slavery.

UK Pedogate and US Pedogate Analogues

The US “Pedogate” as it has now become known, has its analogue in the recent

pedophile scandal(s), involving the British elite, which included more than one

Knighted politician and a former Prime Minister, as well as Jeff Epstein friend, Prince

Andrew. The British media historically silenced and attempted to cover up and

obfuscate facts, before �nally admitting it was true.

New investigations have revealed pedophile rings operating out of multiple UK

children’s care homes with half-hearted investigations and thwarted prosecutions

spanning the last 30 years.

The UK has been plagued with child care home abuse scandals with multiple coverup

accusations made against Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher, lost evidence, even

suspicions that pedophile ring whistleblowers had been murdered. Similarly, some US

mainstream media began misreporting and then “debunking” misrepresentations of

the allegations uncovered in Wikileaks. Some mainstream responses to the

information were focused on how the leaks occurred, rather than dealing with the

content inside the materials.

Rise of the Citizen-Researcher

This left a gap in investigative journalism, prompting the rise of “Citizen-Journalists”

and “Citizen-Researchers”. This independent, crowd-led investigation caught �re after

it was revealed by researchers and other sites that Mark Thompson, Chief Executive

Of�cer of the NY Times -which was denying the evidence of an American pedophile

scandal- was the same Mark Thompson, Former Director-General of the BBC, accused

of lying to cover up the British Pedophile scandal.

Therefore, when the BBC published a contemporary article alleging the American

pedophile scandal was fake, researchers saw it as an indication that the allegations

were true. People began researching independently and started posting caches of

information gleaned from the leaks on the front page of the internet an interesting

twist, reddit banned the entire thread of research on the alleged criminal network.

Ironically, rather than crush the investigation, it spread the investigation laterally,

across multiple platforms. Citizen researchers disseminated the information and

added to it, creating more researchers in the wake of the ban.

FBI Anonymous on 4chan

People had already began dialoguing online with “FBI Anon” on 4chan by late 2016.

Among other things, the AMAs (Ask Me Anything) predicted a series of pedophile-

related arrests taking place after the Presidential Inauguration on January 20, 2017.

They described a wave of arrests, �rst dealing with low level arrests, moving on to mid-

level arrests and ending in highest-level arrests.

It would be impossible to prove that this was a dialogue with a real “FBI insider”. True

or not, this seemed to fuel a new wave of investigation, as researchers turned to older

Wikileaks, cross referencing old materials with new leads and publishing even more

information online.

Online researchers and Evidence

Researchers began publishing Fully Sourced Executive Summary of Pizzagate Evidence

| pizzagate with evidence of “Pizzagate Twitterbots”:

Credit: Pizzagate Twitterbot

Credit: Pizzagate Twitterbot

January 18 2017 

Credit: Youtube/CBS46/BenSwann/Reality Check: Pizzagate segment

CBS News Ben Swann does a "Reality Check" on Pizzagate

‘Why Hasn’t Any Investigation Taken Place?’ CBS Host Defends Pizzagate

Swann brought up Alefantis’ past relationships, his Instagram account,

John Podesta stating in his emails he was close with Dennis Hastert, and

Podesta’s brother’s artwork in his home as other issues that raise real

questions.

Credit: Youtube/CBS46/BenSwann/Reality Check: Pizzagate segment

January 18 2017 12:49 AM

Wikileaks tweets Ben Swann’s Pizzagate Reality Check to its 4.5 million followers on

Twitter with additional documents: https://t.co/Sc1nFTAFgV

Less than 24 hours later, the 6 minute report on Pizzagate goes viral.

February 1, 2017

Truth in Media, Instagram, Facebook, Radio and TV Talk and Twitter:

Credit: Twitter

February 1 2017

What Happened to Ben Swann After His #Pizzagate Report?

Journalist Ben Swann, typically revered as one of the few mainstream(ish)

media reporters who will actually legitimately report on controversial

subjects, mysteriously went missing from his social media accounts after

he did a real report on the Pizzagate scandal.

February 3 2017

CBS Anchor Who Defended Pizzagate Conspiracy Has Shut Down Website, Social

Media Accounts.

Have there been any demonstrable results from researching Pizzagate?

Fringe media credits online researchers with the impetus behind what they see as an

unprecedented number of child traf�cking, pedophilia and child porn arrests- plus the

signing of the recent Presidential Executive Order giving priority to and allocating

more resources towards preventing Human Traf�cking.

“Mid level Arrests and Related Events”

-Jeffrey Claude Bartleson, John McCain’s Presidential Campaign Manager in

Colorado arrested for sexual assault against young boys spanning back to the

Presidential campaign. This comes during the current focus on a 1 million dollar

donation from the Saudi Arabian Government to the McCain Institute. The McCain

Institute, works with child traf�cking. When asked about the donation, McCain denied

being connected to the Institute other than it using his name. His spokesperson Rachel

Dean says he misspoke. Wikileaks focused on The McCain Institute recently with a

tweet mentioning the donation from Saudi Arabia as well as naming Institute’s Trustee

and Hillary Clinton friend, Lynn Forester de Rothschild. Forester de Rothschild is a

Clinton supporter, but endorsed McCain on September 17, 2008. Curiously, John

McCain was accused of accepting improper campaign donations from the London

Rothschilds in April of 2008. Feb 5

-Jeff Sandusky, son of convicted pedophile Jerry Sandusky, the now-infamous

assistant-football coach at Penn State. Jerry Sandusky, was accused of being involved

in an organized criminal pedophile ring. He founded Second Mile Foundation for

Children, which is how he gained access to vulnerable, at-risk kids. The

Rodham/Clinton legacy at Penn State is profound. Hugh Rodham, Hillary Clinton’s

brother, played football at Penn State for Joe Paterno who was �red during the

scandal. Clinton’s father’s scholarship, The Hugh E. Rodham Memorial Scholarship in

the School of Education is still active. Some may recall, Hillary Clinton spoke about it at

the time of the scandal. Bill Clinton’s Special White House Counsel, Lanny Davis was

brought onboard to manage the scandal. In the case of his son, Jeff Sandusky’s lawyer

is Lance Marshal, the disgraced former prosecutor who stepped down after he was

involved in a Federal lawsuit where it was proven he attempted to coerce a domestic

violence abuse victim into sex in exchange for legal services. Feb 13

-Incoming Cleveland Public Prosecutor Michael O’Malley �res prosecutors for

dereliction of duties after �nding 1,900 open child rape cases marked, ‘inactive’. “There

was a conscious decision (by prosecutors) to make some of these cases inactive,”

O’Malley said. He states publicly that in some of the cases, the men had confessed to

raping the children- some with victims as young as 3- but were never charged, and

went on to rape other children.Feb 15

-European Adoption Consultants, adoption agency raided. The report focusses on

charges of bribery, but the page of “and other charges” includes 22 CFR 96.44(a) &

96.46(a) “… they did not engage in practices consistent with the principles of furthering

the best interests of the child and preventing the sale, abduction, exploitation, or

traf�cking of children”. European Adoption Consultants was once listed on the State

Department’s website as an approved Adoption Service Provider for Haiti, when

Hillary Clinton was Secretary of State.

Child traf�cking through adoption and child rescue/disaster rescue, is a growing

concern made clear in the Harvard Human Rights Journal, written about convicted

child traf�cker, Laura Silsby and the case of New Life Children’s Refuge. Silsby’s lawyer

in Haiti, Jorge Torres Puello, was himself charged with child traf�cking and is at large,

wanted in El Salvador.

People may recall, Bill Clinton brokering Silsby’s release from jail in Haiti at the time.

Laura Silsby who now goes by Laura Galyer, is currently working at Alert Sense.  And, 

Alert Sense, manages the technology used for Amber Alerts (child abduction), The

Emergency Alert System, and FEMA Disaster Management Alert System. Feb 15

-Christopher Rennie Glenn a former government contractor, currently serving 10

years in federal prison after pleading guilty in 2015 to stealing military plans and

intelligence reports from the U.S. Department of Defense. He was convicted of

multiple counts of sex traf�cking and child exploitation while working for the

government. March 8

-Daniel Pye, Director of Children’s Mission in Haiti arrested for rape and sex tourism.

Charged with raping and molesting the children in his care, this is Daniel’s second

arrest. Pye’s arrest occurred 30 days after 12 in Haiti were arrested for child

traf�cking on Feb 1. March 1

-Mayor of Louisville, Kentucky asks FBI to look into Police Youth Program. After

accusations of rape, cover ups and use of the Police Youth Program to create child

pornography, Louisville Mayor Greg Fischer asked the FBI to step in. He also hired

former U.S. Attorney Kerry Harvey. Councilman David James has stated that,

“Investigations should include the mayor’s of�ce because former police commanders

who were in the department at the time of the allegations are now in the Fischer

administration.” March 19

-Madeleine McCann Abduction Investigation receives extended funding with a “new

lead” on a suspect. Madeleine McCann’s abduction from Praia da Luz, Portugal made

worldwide headlines in May of 2007. When the McCann’s became persons of interest,

their PR Agent stepped down from the case, and Clarence Mitchell, stepped away from

his position as Director of the Media Monitoring Unit at the British Government’s

Central Of�ce of Information, to represent the McCanns. He also signed on to work for

Freud Communications, run by Sir Clement Freud’s son, Matthew Freud. March 12-

June 12

Sir Clement Freud invited the McCann’s to dinner in Portugal, 2 months after the

abduction. His villa was situated 1/3 of a mile away from where Maddy was abducted.

Once Sir Clement Freud was posthumously exposed as a long-time serial child

predator who’d also had unusual contact with the McCann’s, police turned their

attention towards him. When it was determined he was not in the country at the time

of the abduction, online researchers began looking at everyone connected to Sir

Clement Freud-and began wondering if there was a connection to the information

uncovered in Wikileaks.

Sir Clement Freud’s son, Matthew Freud, is the great-grandson of “father” of

psychoanalysis Sigmund Freud and is doubly related to the “father” of public relations,

Edward Bernays. A former BBC Journalist, Matthew Freud was married to media-

mogul Rupert Murdoch’s daughter, Elisabeth Murdoch. Both Matthew and his late

brother, painter Lucien Freud had close relationships with Jacob Rothschild.

Rothschild’s 50 year friend and American counterpart, the late David Rockefeller,

funds the Partnership for Public Service through his organization, the Rockefeller

Brother’s Fund.

The Partnership for Public Service publishes the Presidential Transition Guide, which

instructs the President elect how to act as President.

Freud Communication’s wunderkind Sara Latham- who moved on when the McCann’s

spokesman joined Freud’s Communications- was a consultant to the Clinton

Foundation, White House Staff to Bill Clinton, a communications advisor for Tony Blair,

was appointed to Obama’s transition team in 2008, became Senior Advisor to Hillary

Clinton, and most recently in the 2016 Presidential Election, was John Podesta’s Chief

of Staff.

Clinton Foundation/Clinton Global Initiative Shuts Down–

US Department of Labor: Reason for Dislocation: Discontinuation of the Clinton

Global Initiative. 

Layoff Date April 15

Following the Money

Wall Street Journal: A Billion Dollar Industry: Measuring the Child-Porn Trade

Good Men Project: Child Pornography — A Multi-Million Dollar Industry 

Fact Sheet: Human Traf�cking of Children in the United States

Child traf�cking and “Cheese Pizza” is a multi-billion dollar global criminal industry. It

took the UK 30 years to come to terms with it’s institutional pedophilia.

It has cost Australia a $500 million dollar inquiry with victims still emerging:

The $500 million inquiry is Australia’s longest royal commission, starting in

2013 and due to �nish with a �nal report to the federal government in

December.

Five commissioners have heard the testimony of more than 6500 child

sexual abuse survivors in private sessions, with another 2000 people still

awaiting a meeting.

Apr 19, 2017

Financial Insider, “Follow the Money” Ronald Bernard explains how child traf�cking,

child murder and related industries are big business. 

How much more information will we need as a society, as a whole, in order to �nally

rise up, together, and address this?

Ronald Bernard, revelations by an insider Part 1 (NL/ENG/FR/FIN/ES)

Ronald Bernard High Finance Shocking Revelations 

Published on Apr 19, 2017 

VrieMedia, Netherlands

Kim Holleman writes about politics, media, and society on Newslogue, Artsci and

Patreon, and is the American Editor at State Of Globe News Service.

[Illustration reprinted with permission MUD IG@Mynameismud_1984]
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